The Seller's Perspective on: Sweat
Equity, Lofty Selling Ideas and
Business Value

Agenda
• Seller emotions
• The Value of Trusted Advisors
• Educating the Seller
• Points of Value/Valuation
• Normalized Financials
• Value Drivers
• Group Discussion and Exchange
• Q&A
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U.S. Small business by the
numbers
• 7.4 million employer businesses in total
• 7.2 million (97.7%) employ less than 100
employees
• 5.4 million (73.6%) employ less than 10
employees
• Then add 22.5 million solopreneurs (nonemployers)
• Total is 27.9 million businesses with less than 10
employees

Brokering small businesses
• Many business brokers focus on valuations of about
$1.0 – $1.5 million and higher.
• Small business owners often turn to real estate agents
to help sell their business
• Thus the resources available to help value, prepare,
market, negotiate and close a small business sale
transaction are limited.
• Owners themselves don’t know where to start, and will
only sell their business once. Yet it is perhaps the most
important financial transaction of their life.

Emotions - Fears and desires
FEARS
• Have never sold a
business before
• Not knowing what the
business is worth
• The business has no
value
• No one but the owner
can run the business
• The “experts” cannot be
trusted (and cost too
much)
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DESIRES
• Slow down, enjoy life,
eliminate the stress of
the business
• Carry on the culture of
the business.
• Take care of employees
and customers
• Leave a legacy
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The value of an Advisor
• Frank discussion of emotions,
goals, process, and
expectations.
• Education and guidance.
• Provides a system, or
approach, to follow.
• Helps to prepare the business
for maximum value (sale price).
• Brings together the right team
of advisors at the right time.

Importance of knowing type
of buyer
• Helps to manage the expectations of the seller.
• Knowing the motivations of the buyer is helpful
during due diligence and negotiations,
reminding them about why they were interested
in this business in the first place.
• Helps the seller to target buyers who may be in
the best position to offer a maximum price.

Technical buyers
•

Often, someone just like the present owner, an
expert in the technical aspects of the work the
business does.
– Most common type of small business
buyer.
– May be less financially strong, thus can
depress purchase price. May struggle with
financing.
– Can be somewhat easier to find buyers in
this category:
• Technicians working for someone else.
• First time entrepreneurs driven by the
dream of self-employment.
• Employees.

Financial buyers
• See the business as an
investment, that will produce a
favorable ROI.
– Focus on the numbers, the
track record, the market
position, growth, the
management team (Sellability
Factors)
– Capable of funding the
acquisition more easily.
– Potentially the least
concerned with culture and
legacy.

Strategic buyers
• Sees the business as a way to enhance
the value of its existing business
synergistically.
– May place high value on the culture
and the team. Also values the
product/service line, geography,
technology, software, or people.
– Easily able to finance the
acquisition.
– Usually willing to offer the highest
price for the business.
– Can be a competitor, supplier,
customer, or related business in the
industry.

Valuation
• Important to set a benchmark and evaluate the
probable range of sale price.
– May help the owner determine if likely proceeds are
sufficient.
• Can indicate areas where improvements can be
implemented prior to offering and sale.
• Useful in educating the seller about the price level.
• IT IS ONLY A NUMBER! The ultimate price will be
influenced by non-numerical value drivers (Sellability
Factors), and will be negotiated.

Value of Sales
• Appropriate when…
– the “asset” to be sold primarily consists of the
customer list, the brand, the reputation.
– when the sales are highly repetitive.
– when net profit margin is high, but fluctuating.

• Shortcomings:
– Sales may not be indicative of profit trends or levels.
– Past performance may not reflect future
expectations.

Value of Assets
• Useful when the profits of the business are highly
dependent on income producing property (equipment,
inventory).
• Book value? Replacement value?
• Discount factors:
– Receivables (Buyer may not feel they can collect all
receivables).
– Inventory (Buyer may not feel all inventory is salable).
– Equipment (What is the useful life from time of
purchase?)

Discounted cash flow
• Based on a projection of future results.
– Is the projection believable and achievable?
• Discount rate:
– Compare to the rate of return that can be achieved from
other income producing investments.
– The riskier the business, the higher the discount rate.
• A good method to use for a high growth business because
the buyer will be rewarded by higher results than were
achieved by the seller, who created the foundation for that
growth.

Multiple of ebitda
• Based on past, recent results.
– May not reflect future expectations.

• EBITDA = Earnings Before Interest, Taxes,
Depreciation, Amortization. (A measure of the
cash flow produced.)
• Weighting of annual EBITDA.
• Multiple can represent the number of years of
payback on the investment.

Other valuation
considerations
• Owner’s compensation
– Salary vs. Draw
– Rent
– Insurance
– Personal perks

• Value of fluctuating assets (receivables &
inventory) at time of sale.
• Strength and validity of financial records
– Financial statements vs. tax returns.

Value Drivers/Sellability Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hub & Spoke
Customer Satisfaction
Monopoly Control
Recurring Revenue
Valuation Teeter-Totter
Switzerland Structure
Growth Potential
Financial Performance
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• Reference “Built To Sell”
by John Warrillow
• Get your Sellability
Score at
www.southeastmi.advic
oach.com/valubuilder.a
spx
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Readiness to Move Forward
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The Cycle of Change
Prochaska & DiClemente
• Precontemplation: A logical starting
point for the model, where there is
no intention of changing behavior;
the person may be unaware that a
problem exists
• Contemplation: The person becomes
aware that there is a problem, but has
made no commitment to change
• Preparation: The person is intent on
taking action to correct the problem;
usually requires buy-in from the client
(i.e. the client is convinced that the
change is good) and increased selfefficacy (i.e. the client believes s/he
can make change)
• Action: The person is in active
modification of behavior
• Maintenance: Sustained change
occurs and new behavior(s) replaces
old ones. Per this model, this stage is
also transitional
• Relapse: The person falls back into
old patterns of behavior
• Upward Spiral: Each time a person
goes through the cycle, they learn
from each relapse and (hopefully) grow
stronger so that relapse is shorter or
less devastating.
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Relapse

PreContemplation
No intention on
changing
behavior.

Contemplation

Aware problem
exists but with no
commitment to
action.

Fall back to
old patterns of
behavior

Upward Spiral

Learn from each relapse

Maintenance

Preparation

Intent on taking
action to address
the problem.

Sustained change.
New behavior
replaces old.

Action

Active modification
of behavior.

The Cycle of Change
Adapted from a work by Prochaska and DiClemente (1983) | Ignacio Pacheco
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.
Permissions beyond the scope of this license may be available at socialworktech.com/about

Preparing for sale
• Mental preparation and
attitude (for the hard work
ahead)
– The selling process will take
place in addition to the day-today work of the business,
which must maintain or
improve performance

• Valuation
• Strategic plan
• Business evaluation &
improvement
• Prospectus
• Identifying potential buyers
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• Trusted Advisors can assist in
all of these areas:
– Set the expectation and plan
for managing the sales process
and running the business.
– Perform a valuation.
– Guide creation of a strategic
plan
– Create a business improvement
plan, and hold the owner
accountable to carrying it out.
– Outline, assist in writing, and
edit a prospectus.
– Guide the creation of a list of
buyers.
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Teamwork
• Start early!
• Don’t scrimp on valuable advisors!
– Business Coach (preparation for sale, business improvement,
valuation, negotiation)
– Accountant (valuation, financial reports, allocation of assets,
tax consequences)
– Attorney (Confidentiality & Non-compete agreements, advice
on LOI and purchase agreement, negotiation)
– Financial Advisor (investment of proceeds, adequacy of
retirement funds)
– Business Broker (marketing and negotiation)
– Banker (retirement of debt, advice for buyer financing
options)

Last chapter of ownership
• Build a business that supports your
life rather than spending your life in
support of your business.
– Start immediately to work on
building value in your business
– If your business supports your life
today, it can support someone else’s
life, too (the next owner).
– Use your Last Chapter Of Ownership
to harvest the value you’ve created
to support the rest of your life as
well.

Group Discussion and Story
Sharing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing Expectations
Lessons learned – group sharing
Don’t spill your candy in the lobby
Its not what you know that counts
Learn… Learn… Learn…
Take the future and bring it to the present
Use a no mutual mystification approach and
secure mutual agreements

What Value Did You Get From
Today’s Session?

